
 

 
SHARE THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT VIP DOUBLE RANK UP BONUS PROGRAM 

GOAL WITH EACH OF YOUR NEW ACTIVISTS, SO THEY CAN EARN THE DOUBLE 

RANK UP BONUSES! THIS GETS THEM OFF TO A FAST START AND IS EXTREMELY 

LUCRATIVE!! BUT… DO NOT MENTION THAT IT MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED 

WITHIN THEIR FIRST 15 DAYS OF JOINING THE COMPANY UNTIL THE MOMENT 

AFTER THEY SIGN UP. IF YOU TELL THEM ABOUT THE FIRST 15 DAYS BEFORE 

THEY SIGN UP, THEN THEY WILL WAIT UNTIL THEY GET THEIR PEOPLE 

COMMITTED TO SIGNING UP. IT IS A KNOWN FACT THAT IF THEY ARE NOT 

SIGNED UP FIRST, THEN THEIR PEOPLE WILL NOT THINK THEY ARE SERIOUS.  

 

Note: Also, included below is the explanation of the ANYTIME VIP Bonus Program! 

 

 

 

YOUR FIRST 15 DAYS 

AND 

ANYTIME SIMPLE VIP FROM 

YOUR VERY FIRST DAY 
 

Your first immediate goal is to...  



GO VIP IN YOUR FIRST 15 DAYS, SO YOU CAN EARN THE DOUBLE RANK UP 

BONUSES: 

The one time rank bonuses are DOUBLED in the first 15 days, so additional earnings: 

District Activist- $250 can be earned in the first 15 days with $125 after 15 days. 

Regional Activist- $400 can be earned in the first 15 days with $200 after 15 days. 

National Activist- $600 can be earned in the first 15 days with $300 after 15 days 

To Rank Up to District Activist: Personally share “2 and 2” (1 Activist package on your left 

side on auto ship, 1 Activist package on your right side on auto ship and 2 Customers on auto 

ship)!  

To Rank Up to Regional Activist: Personally share “5 and 2” (3 Activist packages on one side 

on auto ship, 2 Activist packages on your other side on auto ship and 2 Customers on auto ship)!  

To Rank Up to National Activist: Personally share “8 and 2” (4 Activist packages on one side 

on auto ship, 4 Activist packages on your other side on auto ship and 2 Customers on auto ship)!  

Your VIP 15 day countdown clock is in BLUE and your rolling ANYTIME SIMPLE VIP 15 

day countdown clock is in RED, and they are both on your Dashboard page in your back office. 

The VIP Clock starts on the day you enroll and ends in 15 days. When your clock shows 1 day 

left, it means you have until 12:00 Midnight PST that same day to complete your VIP or 

Anytime Simple VIP Bonus Program. 

The ANYTIME SIMPLE VIP Clock starts on the day you personally enroll a 1x, 2x, VPPP 

(Value Pack Plus Participant) or FPP (Family Pack Participant) and ends the moment you enroll 

another 1x, 2x, VPPP (Value Pack Plus Participant) or FPP (Family Pack Participant). The 

ANYTIME VIP Clock can start and end over and over unlimited times in as many 15 day cycles 

as you complete! So… from your very first day, every time you share 2 $598 or 2 $299 packages 

or a combination of both with a new Activist and/ or Customer within any 15 day period, you 

can earn up to an additional $150 Anytime Simple VIP Bonus over and over unlimited times in 

as many 15 day cycles as you complete!  

$50 Anytime Simple VIP Bonus anytime you share 2 $299 packages 

$100 Anytime Simple VIP Bonus anytime you share 1 $299 package and 1 $598 package 

$150 Anytime Simple VIP Bonus anytime you share 2 $598 packages 

Note: Your 2 Activists and/ or Customers can be placed anywhere in your organization, and they 

must be on auto ship to count for you for the Anytime Simple VIP Bonus. 

 

Your group will do what you do, so lead by example and GO VIP... 

 

Teach the GO VIP IN YOUR FIRST 15 DAYS to EVERYONE in your group and your 

NuXtrax with iHeRQles business can grow exponentially!  

Lucrative! Lucrative! Lucrative!  
 



Here’s the Math! Here are three examples of what you earn when you GO VIP IN YOUR 

FIRST 15 DAYS, SO YOU CAN EARN THE DOUBLE RANK UP BONUSES including 

ANYTIME SIMPLE VIP BONUSES:  

 

1. When you personally share 2 Activist packages (1 2x package on your left team and 1 2x 

package on your right team) and you share 2 Participants (Customers) packages (VPPP Value 

Pack Plus Participant- $598) with everyone on auto ship, then you are a VIP District Activist:  

 

<> $300 ANYTIME VIP BONUS- $150 (on every sale of 2, as this example shows) x 2 for sale 

of any 2 of the packs of 2x or VPPP (Value Pack Plus Participant- $598). 

<> $200 CUSTOMER BONUSES (or $150 if 1 $299 customer and 1 $598 customer or $100 if 2 

$299 customers or $30 if 2 $79 customers) 

<> $45 PRODUCT VOUCHER  

<> $200 FAST START BONUSES  

<> $250 ONE TIME DISTRICT RANK UP BONUS  

The one time rank bonuses are doubled in the first 15 days, so additional earnings: 

District Activist- $250 can be earned in the first 15 days with $125 after 15 days. 

TOTAL YOU EARN: $995 in the first 15 days. 

 

Because of the above.... your monthly product is basically free and you just pay $11 shipping and 

handling! 

  

2. When you personally share 5 Activist packages (2 2x packages on one side of your team and 3 

2x packages on your other side) and you share 2 Participants (Customers) packages (VPPP Value 

Pack Plus Participant- $598) with everyone on auto ship, then you are a VIP Regional Activist:  

 

<> $450 ANYTIME VIP BONUS- $150 (on every sale of 2, as this example shows) x 3 for sale 

of any 2 of the packs of 2x or VPPP (Value Pack Plus Participant- $598). 

<> $200 CUSTOMER BONUSES (or $150 if 1 $299 customer and 1 $598 customer or $100 if 2 

$299 customers or $30 if 2 $79 customers) 

<> $45 PRODUCT VOUCHER  

<> $500 FAST START BONUSES  

<> $650 ONE TIME DISTRICT/ REGIONAL RANK UP BONUSES  

The one time rank bonuses are doubled in the first 15 days, so additional earnings: 

District Activist- $250 can be earned in the first 15 days with $125 after 15 days. 

Regional Activist- $400 can be earned in the first 15 days with $200 after 15 days. 

<> $20 minimum Dual Team (Binary) Compensation 

TOTAL YOU EARN: $1,865 in the first 15 days. 

 

Because of the above.... your monthly product is basically free and you just pay $11 shipping and 

handling! 

 

3. When you personally share 8 Activist packages (4 2x packages on your left team and 4 2x 

packages on your right team) and you share 2 Participants (Customers) packages (VPPP Value 

Pack Plus Participant- $598) with everyone on auto ship, then you are a VIP National Activist:  

 



<> $750 ANYTIME VIP BONUS- $150 (on every sale of 2, as this example shows) x 5 for sale 

of any 2 of the packs of 2x or VPPP (Value Pack Plus Participant- $598). 

<> $200 CUSTOMER BONUSES (or $150 if 1 $299 customer and 1 $598 customer or $100 if 2 

$299 customers or $30 if 2 $79 customers) 

<> $45 PRODUCT VOUCHER  

<> $800 FAST START BONUSES  

<> $1,250 ONE TIME DISTRICT/ REGIONAL/ NATIONAL RANK UP BONUSES  

The one time rank bonuses are doubled in the first 15 days, so additional earnings: 

District Activist- $250 can be earned in the first 15 days with $125 after 15 days. 

Regional Activist- $400 can be earned in the first 15 days with $200 after 15 days. 

National Activist- $600 can be earned in the first 15 days with $300 after 15 days 

<> $60 Dual Team (Binary) Compensation 

TOTAL YOU EARN: $3,105 in the first 15 days. 

 

Because of the above.... your monthly product is basically free and you just pay $11 shipping and 

handling! 

 

Remember, your organization will do what you do, so you will 

want to lead by example by accomplishing the VIP Bonus 

Programs and then at the same time encourage and train 

EVERYONE in your entire organization to do the same and… 

your income can grow exponentially! 

 


